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Prelude I - Why do longitudinal CA? "

•  CA: documenting systematicity in conversational practices"
  "

–  member’s methods (Garfinkel, 1967), i.e. i.e. systematic procedures 
(of turn-taking, repairing, opening or closing a conversation, etc.) by 
which members of a social group organize their conduct in a mutually 
understandable and accountable way "

•  So far: CA is not much concerned with change, over time, 
in conversational practices (but see Zimmermann’s 1999)"



Prelude I - Why do longitudinal CA? "

•  A socially and scientifically relevant fact: member’s 
methods for accomplishing actions change over time"

–  Change in cultural practices (e.g. Heritage and Clayman, 2013)"
"
–  Change due to socialization processes, eg. professional practices 

(Nguyen, 2012; Martin & Sahlström, 2010)"
!
–  Change related to learning/development (Brower & Wagner, 2004)"
"
–  Change in personal histories/encounters (Beach, 2009)"
"
–  Change in people’s ability to engage in social interaction (Wootton, 

1997; Hall et al., 2013)"

–  Etc."



Prelude 2 – what are the challenges?"
"
"

2. Tracking what (or: the object of study)?!
•  What are the relevant entities that allow tracking change across time 

in member’s methods? ""
"

"
"

1. The limits of an emic perspective?!
•  How can we bring to bear an emic perspective on learning, when we 

analyze not the sequential deployment of learning processes, but 
rather products of learning, i.e. a member’s being more competent at 
time X+1 than at time 1? "

"
"

     3. The issue of comparability between practices that are !
!eminently context sensitive!
•  How can we differentiate, in the observable change bw. time X and 

time X+1, what is due to development over time, and what is due 
to a change in local context?"

!
"



What are possible methodological 
solutions?"

An  example: tracking change in stroy-telling practices 
(Pekarek Doehler & Pochon Berger)"
"
•  Narrowing the focus: story-openings!

•  Interpreting the change: devlopping interactional 
competence in an L2"



Data"

•  Julie and her host family: "
–  au-pair girl, German L1, advanced speaker of French L2, aged 18, 

sojourning in a French-speaking family in the Suisse Romande!
–  mother, father, 2 children (a girl aged 4 and a boy aged 7)"

•  Longitudinal design: "
–  20 audio recordings, 15’-25’ in length, ordinary conversations (total: 7h)"
–  recorded in regular intervals across the 9 months-stay (Sept.-June)"
–  Overall: 40 storytellings"

Research project TRIC-L2 « Tracking the Development of Interactional Competence in a Second 
Language » financed by the Swiss National Science Foundation (n° 100012_126868/1)."



This study"

Focus on:"
•  stories in first position: "

–  Cf. Schegloff 1997: difference between stories that are solicited (second 
position) and stories that are elicited (first position)"

"
•  stories that recount events that have not been co-

experienced "

•  story-openings"
–  How does Julie design the story at this moment as a 

relevant for these recipients?!
–  Story design as recipient design!



What is at stake in story-openings?  
"

The design of the story opening:"
–  Making the opening recognizable as an opening of a story "

(.e.g so as to suspend the turn-taking macinery cf. Mandelbaum, 2013)"
–  Displaying ‘fittedness’ to what precedes "

(cf. Jefferson 1978: stories are “methdolologically introduced”)"
–  Securing recipiency"

(Sacks, 1974)"
–  Projecting a story of a given type "

(e.g. a complaint story, a ‘stupid me’ story; cf. Sacks, 1992; Mandelbaum, 2013)"
–  Anticipating how the story is to be received by co-participants  

"
Previous study on L2: Hellermann 2008 – beginner to 
intermediate level"

Sacks, 1992: “The beginning clues you into what sorts of things you 
should watch for so as to recognize the end, and also what sort of thing 
you should announce, having recognized the end” (p. 766)."



Analysis: months 2 & 3 (n=14)"







(2)$Pour$rien$‘for$nothing’$(Julie_091028)$
 
!
01 MAR:  ↑non mais: c'est- c'est tellement (con) quand elle ↑pleure  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!no!!!!!!!but!!!!!!!!!!!it's!!!!!!!!!!!!it's!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!so!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!stupid!!!!!!when!!!!!!she!!!!!!!!!!cries!
!
02    comme ça [pour   ↑RIEN,]&  
! !!!!!!!!!like!!!!!!!!this!!!!!for!!!!!!!nothing!
!
03 JUL:           [(r::)e:::h] 
! !! ! !!!!!!!!!((non6lexical))!
!
04 MAR:  &et [<↑FOrt>], 
! !!!!!!!!!and!!!!!!!!!!loud!!
 
05        [((noise of a fork))] 
06     et [ah::= 

    and!!!oh 
 

07 JUL:      [ou↑i:] a:h.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!yes!!!!!!!!!!!!!oh 

08 (0.2)  
09 JUL:  et puis- euh une fois on est allé à l'école, 
! !!!!!!!!and!then!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!one!!!!time!!!!!we!!AUX!!!!went!!!!to!DET!school!
!! !‘and!once!we!went!to!school’!
 
10  (0.8)  
 
11 JUL:  et:: ehm ils  ont <couru:>?  
! !and!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!they!!!!!AUX!!!!!!ran!
!!!!!!! !‘and!they!were!running’!
         
!



Sum: months 2 & 3"

•  observable orientation to issues of sequential placement "
•  minimal projection of the incipient telling"

–  Adverbial phrases (time and space) + past tense "
         cf. Hellermann’s 2008 intermediate level ESF learners  
"
•  absence of prefatory work"
•  relevance to prior talk is not displayed at story onset"

–  not ‘fitted’ to first story; cf. Sacks 1992; not displayed as” locally 
occasioned”, cf. Jefferson, 1978"

•  no indications further characterizing the story"
–  E.g. allowing the recipients to anticipate how it is meant to be 

received."



months 7 & 8 (n=14)"









Summary of findings"

Cf. Hellermann 2008"

Extensive prefatory work  
-> recipient design "
-> index relevancy for  
the hic et nunc!
"



Discussion and conclusion"
Interpreting the findings !
!
•  Over time, L2 speakers "

–  deploy more context-sensitive conduct by means of which they 
manage more effectively the local contingencies of the talk-in-progress."

–  develop the ability to project upcoming actions in order to make them 
recognizable for co-participants; "

–  show more close monitoring of the linguistic and sequential details of 
co-participant’s turns."

⇒  L2 interactional competence involves participant’s increased ability to 
recipient design their actions and to deploy increasingly context-sensitive 
conduct. (cf.Pekarek Doehler & Pochon-Berger, 2011)!

⇒  learning can be traced as a more or less durable change in the middle or 
long run -> here: the outcomes of learning (≠ the process) !



Discussion and conclusion"

    The limits of an emic perspective 
 
A possible dilemma for developmental CA studies?"

"
    Change over time may not be sufficiently accounted for 

from an emic perspective:"
"- e.g. learning: people do not demonstrably orient toward past 
learning; they do not consistently display ‘oh, I’ve learned this’"

 
"



Discussion and conclusion"

   The issue of comparability between practices that are 
eminently context sensitive ""
""
"How can we differentiate bw. what, in the observable 
change in conduct, can be accounted for in terms of local 
context-sensitivity, and what provides evidence for 
change across time?"
""



!
    01: merci!!
!     thanks!


